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BY KRISTEN LARSEN
CITY EDITOR
Fire Chief Darrell Nees announced his
retirement after holding the position for
seven years and 20 years of being with the
fire department during the City Council’s
Jan. 3 meeting.
“There comes a point where you realize it
is time to retire and move on,” Nees said.
Even though he is ready to leave, he said
he is going to miss being part of the fire
department and working with a great group
of men. 
Being a firefighter was not Nees’ plan for
his profession. In 1979, he was working for
a company that was going out of business
and read an article about firefighter testing.
After discussing it with his wife, he decided
to try it. 
Being able to meet new people and the
lack of routine drew Nees to the job, he
said. However, as fire chief, Nees said he has
become part of a routine of attending meet-
ings and doing paper work and scheduling,
which he isn’t going to miss. 
After working only a month as a firefight-
er, Nees experienced the worst fire of his
career. A house fire at Fourth Street and
Buchanan Avenue caused the death  of four
Eastern students.
“It was a hard thing for all of us,” Nees
said.
But Nees is not leaving with just sad
BY KAYLA CROW
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR
The political science, mathematics and
history departments may have new addi-
tions to their curriculums after today’s
Council on Academic Affairs meeting. 
It will discuss whether to add African
American politics, African American politi-
cal thought and American political thought
to the political science department. 
Theory of computation, data structure
and design, and analysis of algorithms may
be added to the mathematics department
and bioterrorism: the public health
response to the history department. 
At its meeting at 2 p.m. in Booth Library
Conference Room 4440, CAA will also dis-
cuss the revised pre-law minor, the mathe-
matics major and the political science
major.
The council will talk about revising the
policy for grade appeals for students.
Extending the withdrawal deadline with a
grade of “W” and deleting the “WP/WF”
grade will also be a discussion topic. 
The members of Eastern’s Council on
Academic Affairs have the responsibility of
reviewing proposed additions and revisions
to courses, majors and minors on campus.
According to the council’s bylaws, the
council has “the responsibility and authori-
ty for making recommendations to the
president relative to academic regulations.”
Debra Reid, chair of the council, said the
committee has a very important job on
campus.
“Basically, CAA exists to make decisions
about curriculum, including everything
from new courses to general education
requirements, and recommendations about
academic regulations to the provost,” she
said.
According to the bylaws, which are avail-
able at http://www.eiu.edu/~eiucaa/, the
council is also able to make recommenda-
tions on general education and graduation
requirements, grading systems and student
academic load.
In addition to Reid, the council consists
of nine faculty members elected by faculty,
the vice president for student academic
affairs and two of her appointees, Reid
said.
Ex officio members include the provost,
a representative from advising, the assis-
tant vice president for academic affairs and
a secretary from academic affairs who
“does the minutes and manages all the
paperwork,” she said. 
At its Dec. 16 meeting, CAA approved
two new courses, honors practical botany
and honors practical microbiology, in the
biology department. It also approved revi-
sions to four classes in the department,
including environmental life sciences and
heredity and society.
The council also approved health citi-
zenship in the history department and
world leisure: a cultural perspective in the
recreation department as new courses. 
In addition, it approved a request to
allow study abroad courses to fulfill gener-
al education area requirements. 
A revision to the policy for requirements
to the writing portfolio for a bachelor’s
degree was also approved. 
Questions remain
on what to do with
removed members
BY LAUREN MOORE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR
Student Senate members who have been removed from
senate are still able to serve the students of Eastern the fol-
lowing semester, but some members are looking to change
that.
Keila Lacy, vice president for student affairs, came up
with the idea for a bylaw change introduced at the Nov. 30
meeting that would change that fact.
The change originally read that persons removed from
senate would not be able to hold office for one year, but
was revised to a period of one semester.
The bylaw failed to much disapproval of some senate
members.
Lacy said this was the first time this change surfaced, but
she plans to make sure it will be brought up again this
semester and passed.
Lacy said she was disappointed to see the bylaw change
not pass, since it would increase accountability and respon-
sibility of senate mem-
bers.
“I don’t think senate
members want to be
held accountable,”
Lacy said. “They think
they should be given
second chances.”
Members are given
several chances to stay
on senate, Lacy said.
“Members can take
a leave of absence for
any amount of time
and will be excused
from missing meet-
ings,” Lacy said.
“They can also resign if they are having academic or health
issues and come back when they have things figured out.”
Since members are given these options, Lacy said she
believes there is no reason to be kicked off.
“Things come up, and this gives you time for a semester
to clear things up,” Lacy said. “We are the voice of students;
if we can’t handle it, we set a bad precedent by saying it’s
okay to be lazy.”
Lacy also said since students are electing senate members
to do a service for them, senate members are doing a dis-
service to the students by not being held responsible for
their actions.
Mark Bates, co-chair of the tuition and fee review com-
mittee who helped write the bylaw change, said he was
involved with the legislation to set a guideline for members
in senate.
“This wasn’t created to prevent people from never
returning to senate,” Bates said. “We are a professional
organization; is it professional to just let people come
back?”
The legislation failed, Bates said, because some members
are anxious about change and don’t want to be labeled as
“unproductive.”
“No one wants to be known as ‘the one who got thrown
off,’” Bates said. “If students want to elect that person
again, that’s the students’ prerogative.”
Lacy said there have been some exceptions to the rule;
some members have been kicked off and have done well
when they returned.  She said although those members
voted against the legislation, she brought it up to “bring
awareness to inexcusable behavior.”
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Charleston Fire Chief Darrell Nees stands proudly in front of a fire truck at Fire Station Number 1 Wednesday morning. Nees is retiring
after seven years as chief and 20 years with the Charleston Fire Department.
COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
STUDENT SENATE
Possible new courses
#1 Political Science: African American
politics; African American political
thought; American political thought
#2 History: bioterrorism: the public
health response
#3 Mathematics: theory of computa-
tion; data structure and design;
analysis of algorithms
SEE REMOVED PAGE 9
SEE FIRE CHIEF PAGE 9
CFD Chief retires after 20 years
Departments seek to add new courses
“No one wants to be
known as ‘the one
who got thrown off.
If students want to
elect that person
again, that’s the stu-
dents’ prerogative.”
MARK BATES, CO-CHAIR OF THE
TUITION AND FEE REVIEW COMMITTEE
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TODAY’S EVENTS
Textbooks
8 a.m.-7 p.m. | Textbook
Rental Service will be
open today and from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday.
Late Registration
7 a.m.-9 p.m. through
Friday and 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday | $25 late regis-
tration fee applies.
ONLINE POLL
This week we ask our readers
what is the worst part about
the first week of school.
A) The moving in process
B) Stepping foot in the class-
room again
C) Dealing with all the drunk
people
D) Nothing, the first week of
school is the easiest
VOTE @ HTTP://WWW.THE
DAILYEASTERNNEWS.COM
EARLY HEADLINES
Listen to “Wake Up Live” with
Rob and Jenn Monday through
Friday for morning headlines on
88.9 or at 
http://weiuhitmix.net
CAMPUS BRIEFS
JOHN BAILEY/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Levi Bulgar, sophomore psychology major, reads a pamphlet outlining where the student activity fee goes in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union Wednesday afternoon. The pamphlet is part of the “Show Me the Money” Student
Government campaign.
Payroll Office announces W-2 distribution dates
All Eastern employees may pick
up W-2 income tax forms from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Jan. 19,
20 and 23 outside of the Payroll
Office in Old Main, Room 2011. 
A picture ID will be required
and employees can only pick up
their own personal W-2. All W-2
forms not picked up on those days
will be mailed Jan. 25 to employ-
ees’ home addresses (or the address
in the payroll system). If employ-
ees do not pick up their W-2 and
have not received their W-2 via
U.S. Postal Service by Feb. 10,
please contact the Payroll Office at
581-2214. Supervisors should
inform student workers of this
pick-up schedule.
Nursing program hearing
request to IBHE delayed
Eastern’s proposal for a nursing
program will now go before the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
at its April meeting instead of its
February meeting. 
The change comes because the
board will not have enough time to
do its research of the proposed pro-
gram, which was approved by the
Board of Trustees in December
2005.
In its proposal to IBHE, Eastern
asked the board to recommend
$350,000 to the governor’s budget
to start the nursing program.
Eastern has also received a $15,000
donation to fund scholarship for
the nursing program if the board
approves it. If the board rejects the
program, the money will be moved
into a different program.
If the board approves the pro-
posal the nursing program is
expected to start in the fall of
2007.
COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY NEWS
Northwestern U. proposes to sell condoms in vending machines
BY DIANA SAMUELS
DAILY NORTHWESTERN
EVANSTON - Condoms might soon be sold in
Northwestern University dorm vending machines,
allowing students to get protection at all hours
without facing the uncomfortable prospect of ask-
ing for them.
The condoms should be in the existing vending
machines at Bobb Hall and Allison Hall by the end
of the quarter, said SESP senior Jessica Joslin, co-
chairwoman of the committee planning the con-
dom sales. The committee includes faculty and
staff members as well as about six students,
appointed through Associated Student
Government. 
Sales from these two dorms will be used to
decide if the program is popular enough to expand
to other dorms.
Free condoms are available now at Health
Education at Searle Student Health Service. The
university buys about 15,000 condoms a year, said
Dr. Donald Misch, director of health services. 
But Searle is closed by 5:30 p.m. each day, and
all day Sunday.
"You can't rely on them being open in the mid-
dle of the night," Misch said.
Some students also might be embarrassed to ask
a health services worker for the condoms, said Leah
Witt, co-chairwoman of the committee. 
"We wanted to find a way for the condoms not
to pass through an intermediary," said Witt, a
Weinberg junior.
WTF?
Town mandates carrying condoms
BY SERGIO DE LEON
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BOGOTA, Colombia - A western
Colombian city councilman wants to
require everyone in town 14 or older
to carry a condom to prevent preg-
nancy and disease, outraging local
priests. 
William Pena, a councilman in
Tulua, said Wednesday he will pres-
ent a formal proposal to force all men
and women even those just visiting
to always carry at least one condom.
Those caught empty-pocketed could
pay a fine of $180 or take a safe sex
course, he said. 
"Sexual relations are going on con-
stantly," Pena told The Associated
Press by telephone. 
"If you carry a condom, chances
are you'll use it during the day. It's
not going to be there forever," he
said.
Tulua has one of the highest rates
of AIDS in Colombia, he said. The
proposal will be debated by other
town leaders and could go into effect
by March, he said. 
Roman Catholic priests in the
Cauca Valley town, 150 miles south-
west of Bogota, were fuming over the
plan. 
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TONE
& TAN
Tan now til
Spring Break
for $59.00
or
4 weeks for
$30
expires 1/31/06
free lotion with any
package purchase
*while supplies last*
904 Lincoln Ave.
(across from Family Video)
348-5206
“YOU’VE GOT A FEVER.
THE ONLY PRESCRIPTION
IS MORE ADVERTISING”
CALL  TODAY  581 -2816
THERS
tonite at the new
M
$2.50 Big Bottles
$7 Long Island Pitchers
$3 Draft Pitchers
open 8pm
SEE
IT!
All New Bigger Dance Floor
New Improved Sound
Party w/ DJ Chuckie B
Functions? Call 345-2171  9am -11am
All Weekend
“Best Deals In Town”
$2 Bottles & Drinks
Home of the $3 Pitchers
HAPPY 2006
tonite’s
special
s
OPEN
Textbook Rental more effecient than most believe
BY JESSICA CANTARELLI
CAMPUS EDITOR
Fourth Street was lined with the
flashing hazard lights of cars this week
as many waited in line to attain their
books at Textbook Rental.
Kim Schiewitz, a sophomore health
studies major, said her wait Tuesday
afternoon was 15 minutes to rent her
books. Last spring she waited more
than an hour to return her books.        
Carol Miller, the director of text-
book rental, said the average wait dur-
ing the first week of school is 25 to 30
minutes and is most crowded in the
mid-afternoon.
More than 100 people are on the
Textbook Rental staff, and their sys-
tem of renting books has been used
since 1980.
“There is a lot of behind-the-scenes
work a lot of people don’t realize,”
Miller said.
Miller has worked at Textbook
Rental for 30 years, and said even
though the same method has been
used for a long time, there have been
major revisions.
“We didn’t used to have the base-
ment of Pemberton Hall,” she said.
“So we had to knock down a brick
wall and find more storage. Now we
have the facility, and things have
improved tremendously.”
Dan Watts, a senior computer
information system major, considers
himself lucky because he did not have
to wait in a long line this week.
“I’ve seen the lines some people
waited in,” Watts said. “I know
some people waited in line over an
hour.”
Watts attended Carthage College in
Kenosha, Wis., before he came to
Eastern in 2003. Watts said that he
thinks the rental system at Eastern is
much better than that at Carthage.
“(At Carthage) you had to find
your own books, and they cost five
times as much as we spend here, and
it wasn’t any quicker,” he said. “They
had all the books set up on shelves and
you had to look in certain areas for the
subject, then find the section you were
in. It was a huge mess and then pay-
ing for them was a long line.”
Lake Land College in Mattoon uses
a system where students print a list off
the Internet and then bring the list
into the bookstore.
“The average wait depends,” said
Jon Adkins, an employee at the Lake
Land bookstore.  “This semester, peo-
ple put it off to the last minute.
“There are times where everyone
comes at once, that’s when it’s a good
half an hour wait.”
Brian Paragi, the manager at the
T.I.S. bookstore at the University of
Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, said
students will sometimes buy their
books online and then come and pick
them up. Otherwise they peruse the
nine aisles at the store in order to get
them.
Eastern changed the textbook
return late fees in the spring of 2005
from $1 per book per day it was late
to a flat fee of $10 per book.
Christine Ward, the director of
Lake Land’s bookstore, said Lake
Land requires all students to return
their books by the last day of finals,
and, like Eastern, they charge a late
fee.
There is a 10-day span where the
student has the opportunity to return
their books and pay $5 per book.
After the 10th day, the student must
buy that book, without opportunity
to pay a fine.            
Miller and Ward said that the tech-
nique of fining students for late books
is not for revenue purposes, but more
as a motivator for people to return
their books on time.
“We don’t see it as a money-making
strategy,” Miller said. “Ever since we
started charging late fees, I’d say we’ve
gotten back a lot of books this semes-
ter than in past years.
“It’s not so much about more
money that we made,” she said. “We
see a lot more money being saved by
not having to buy the books.”
Miller said Eastern students are
lucky in comparison to students at
other universities because here, they
don’t have to buy their books.
“The national average students
spend on books is $1,000,” she said.
“Here, you can rent it for $7.95.”
Some books are as much as $200,
Miller said.
Paragi said the average student
spends anywhere from $400 to $500
per semester for books. A lot of stu-
dents keep their books or sell them
online, but some try to sell them back
for about half the money they spent
for them, he said.
“If a student buys a used book to
begin with and then returns it, they
can get about 55 to 60 percent back,”
he said. “If they buy it new, they get
about half that.”
Miller said it is possible to imple-
ment a scanning system in textbook
rental one day.
“I think if we had the facility, we
would most definitely want some-
thing like that,” she said. “It would
definitely help make things go quick-
ly, and there would still be jobs here
because people will always need their
questions answered.”
ERIC HILTNER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Students beat the lines and rush Tuesday morning as they  receive their spring semester books at Textbook Rental.
Students urged to turn from perfectionism, face reality
BY ASHLEY WAGNER
STAFF REPORTER
It is the persistent feeling of failure
that takes away feelings of personal
pleasure for someone who is a perfec-
tionist.
Perfectionism is a condition that
encourages setting unrealistic and
unachievable goals. A seminar held
last night in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union gave students
more insight to the condition. 
“Perfectionism is often mistaken
for a good thing because it appears
successful to others,” said counselor
Brad Coffey, as he spoke to an audi-
ence of a mere two students.
One’s attitude can interfere with
success rather than facilitate it,
because if perfection is not reached,
people give up on their goal with feel-
ings of failure and instead of trying
again. They then set a new unreach-
able goal, resulting in a repetitive rou-
tine. 
“Every ‘i’ has to be dotted, and
every ‘t’ must be crossed,” Coffey
said. 
Perfectionism is
likely learned in
early childhood
with the mindset
that one would
not be valued in
life unless he does
something per-
fectly, Coffey said. 
“You never feel like things are good
enough,” he said.
The constant pressure of complet-
ing a mistake-free task only results in
less productivity and effectiveness in
the task, Coffey said.
This harsh self-punishment only
leads to depression and more anxiety. 
When these goals are not reached,
perfectionists feel uncomfortable let-
ting others see their mistakes, which
makes it hard for them to be able get
close to others and leads to unsatisfac-
tory relationships, he said.
He gave advice on how to deal with
being a perfectionist.
The most important step in chang-
ing a perfectionist’s lifestyle is to real-
ize that being perfect is impossible,
and to set unachievable goals is a
waste of energy that could be used on
personal growth, Coffey said.
Instead, he advises students to set
reachable goals in a chronological
manner based on what they want,
and not what others want from them.   
“Focus on the journey, not the des-
tination,” he said. 
Also, students must understand
that it is all right to fail every once in
awhile; occasionally people can learn
from their mistakes, he said. 
BRAD COFFEY
COUNSELOR
 
Illinois universities are turning away nursing
school applicants, while the nursing industry is bat-
tling a six- year long, soon to be seven-year nursing
shortage.
Numbers don’t lie. Something needs to be done
about the nursing shortage. This past summer,
Gov. Blagojevich passed legislation that would pro-
vide incentive for nurses, such as banning hospitals
from requiring nurses to work mandatory overtime
hours. But this is not enough.
An article written by Sarah A. Klein in The
Chicago Business newspaper reported on Nov. 28
that applications at local nursing schools have more
than doubled at the University of Illinois since
2002 and risen more than 50 percent at private
institutions.
The article also reported that Loyola University
Chicago’s nursing school, which admits 125 stu-
dents, was required to turn away more than 300 eli-
gible applicants because the school had no more
room. At UIUC and UIC, the College of Nursing
also rejected 300 eligible applicants after filling
their combined 150 program spots. 
By 2020, a report published by the Metropolitan Chicago
Healthcare Council, predicted that Illinois would have a shortage
of 21,000 registered nurses, accounting for 19 percent of the pro-
jected demand. 
The U.S. Department of Labor predicts that by 2020,
800,000 nursing jobs will be open. 
Eastern administrators have a solution to their
problem, though. For the past year, they have been
working to start a new nursing program here on
campus. The program would allow students who
are already registered nurses to complete a two-year
curriculum and earn their bachelor’s degree in nurs-
ing by teaming with community colleges. 
The Board of Trustees approved the program in
December, and it now goes to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education for the final approval. If passed,
then Eastern can begin the implementation
process.
However, there’s a catch. 
The university lacks sufficient funds to develop
the program. Blair Lord, provost and vice president
of academic affairs, said Eastern needs $350,000 to
establish the program.
State Representative Chapin Rose (R-
Charleston) said that getting IBHE to recommend
enough funding for the program is a budgetary
matter.
According to the numbers, it would be to the state and specif-
ically East Central Illinois’ benefit, if Eastern’s nursing program
received the dollars that it needs to operate.
The staff at The Daily Eastern News
wants to know what students think
about current events, campus issues,
college living and anything else stu-
dents would like to address.
Editorial cartoons run everyday,
while guest columns run once a week
on Wednesday. Anyone is welcome to
write a column or draw a cartoon, but
it is at the editor’s discretion when to
run the column or the cartoon.
COLUMNISTS NEEDED
Have an opinion? We want to hear
it! The Daily Eastern News is looking
for students interested in voicing opin-
ions on campus, state, national and
international issues through columns.
The DEN reserves the Wednesday guest
column spot for students, faculty and
members of the community. Guest
columns should be a minimum of 550
words.
CARTOONISTS WANTED
The DEN is interested in recruiting
cartoonists that display artistic ability,
particularly caricatures and tasteful
humor as well as address campus issues.
A grasp of the news and current events
is necessary for cartoonists to be effec-
tive. 
Columns, cartoons and letters can be
submitted at room 1811 of Buzzard
Hall.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less
than 250 words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration
and staff should indicate their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for
length. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
DENeic@gmail.com
EDITORIAL
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
EDITORIAL CARTOON BY KYLA NANCE
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Eastern’s proposed
nursing program and
its possible impact on
the state nursing 
shortage.
Our stance
Eastern’s proposed
nursing program 
provides a solution to
a state-wide problem.
Other universities with
nursing programs are
turning applicants
away because of lack
of space. Eastern
could help remedy
this problem by 
getting this program
going. If Eastern had
the money to get the
nursing program off
the ground, potential
nursing students
would have another
option.
Nursing program needs funding
Why do people make New Year’s resolutions? This is
something that strikes me as odd. When the new year hit at
midnight on Jan. 1, it was exciting. Wow. Another Sunday.
Yippee.
But all of a sudden everyone began making their New Year
resolutions.
“I’m quitting smoking.”
“I’m not going to drink anymore.”
“I will stop punching my sister in the face every time she
decides to breathe.”
That last one was made up and cruel. But you get my
drift. There are definitely good intentions there. I’ve never
heard someone say that their New Year’s resolution is to hurt
small animals on a more frequent basis. There is nothing
wrong with wanting to improve your life and leaving the
wildlife alone.
In fact, I’ve
made some resolu-
tions before. I
think I’ve used the
“I’m quitting
smoking” resolu-
tion for four con-
secutive years.
Someday I am
thinking that it
could actually
work.
But why does it take just another day on the calendar for
people to wake up and think about changing for the better?
Resolutions to change for the better would be much more
likely to be adhered to if they were made, say, today.
So many people were talking about their resolutions weeks
in advance. As if the more they thought about having a reso-
lution, a light would suddenly go off and be directly linked
with the first day of January.
Quitting smoking is a great way of looking at resolutions.
Telling your friends “I’m going to quit smoking today” is
better than saying “I will be quitting smoking in three weeks,
two days and five hours.”
It’s also common to hear “I’ll quit when it gets cold
because I don’t want to smoke outside” or the ever-popular
“I’ll quit when the price hits (insert any round number of
dollars).”
It is one of the few things that will not work if you plan
ahead for it.
There are some resolutions, and I refuse to call them New
Year’s resolutions out of the one principle I have, that I did
make.
I will not do any work between 10:30 p.m. and 12:30
a.m. David Letterman and Conan O’Brien will be my bud-
dies. They will help me get over the day and block out the
things that I have to work on the next day, albeit briefly.
This is definitely a resolution that won’t take much getting
used to. It may look as if this is a pointless resolution and
that anybody can sit and watch television for two hours. It
may also look like it is not something that will help some-
one’s health. That is, after all, why people make their eating
healthy and quitting smoking resolutions.
But being able to take a break from classes, work and
other endeavors that take a chunk out of your sanity is as
necessary as waking up in the morning and, well, going to
classes and going to work at night.
One shouldn’t have to wait for another year to begin in
order to decide to break up that vicious cycle.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.” EDITORIAL BOARD
Opinion page editor, BRIAN O’MALLEY
Editor in chief, AARON SEIDLITZ
Managing editor, SARAH WHITNEY
News editor, AMY SIMPSON
Associate news editor, LAURA GRIFFITH
Sports editor, MARCO SANTANA
DENeic@gmail.comTHURSDAY, JANUARY 12, 2006
“But why does it take just
another day on the calen-
dar for people to wake
up and think about
changing for the better?”
WHEN DID IT
BECOME NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION DAY?
COMMENTARY
MARCO SANTANA
SPORTS EDITOR
Santana, a sophomore journalism major, 
can be reached at DENsportsdesk@gmail.com.
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SHOWTIMES FOR JAN 9 - 12
YOURS, MINE, & OURS (PG)
DAILY  6:45  
WALK THE LINE (PG 13)  
DAILY  7:00 
SHOWTIMES FOR JAN 9 – 12
GRANDMA’S BOY (R)  4:10  6:40  9:10  SAT SUN
MAT 1:00
HOSTEL (R)  4:20  7:00  9:20  SAT SUN MAT 2:00
MUNICH (R)  3:50  7:30  SAT SUN MAT 12:15
BLOODRAYNE (R)  5:15  8:00  10:20  SAT SUN
MAT 2:30
RUMOR HAS IT (PG 13) 5:00  7:50  10:10  SAT
SUN MAT 1:15
THE RINGER (PG 13)  4:40  7:20  9:40  SAT SUN
MAT 1:45
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN 2 (PG)  4:30  7:10
9:30  SAT SUN MAT 1:30
FUN WITH DICK AND JANE (PG 13)  4:50  7:40
10:00  SAT SUN MAT 2:15
KING KONG (PG 13)  4:00  8:15  SAT SUN MAT
12:00
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA (PG)  3:40  6:50  9:50
SAT SUN MAT 12:30
BUSINESS
DERAILED?
PLACE AN AD
AND GET BACK
O N  T R A C K
5 8 1 - 2 8 1 6
BY MATT POLI
ACTIVITIES EDITOR
The Center for Academic
Technology Support is offering a
workshop that aims to help Eastern
students and faculty get active in the
ever-growing Internet community. 
Technology workshops through-
out the year help students and facul-
ty learn to utilize different software
programs for personal and educa-
tional use, and this one will teach
them how to develop and run their
own Web sites.
Dreamweaver Basics is a workshop
intended to explain how to use
Macromedia’s premiere software,
Dreamweaver.
“We have these training sessions to
help faculty use different software so
they can learn skills and gain support
to get things (Web sites) up and run-
ning,” said Michael Hoadley, assis-
tant vice president for academic
affairs for technology.
Participants will learn how to
define a new site, set up a page work-
ing with text and insert simple
images on their own Web pages, said
Ryan Gibson, university Web master.
Gibson said this event has been
going on at Eastern for a few years
and has had tremendous success.
“Hopefully it will give (partici-
pants) skills to start a program and
understand what’s going on,” Gibson
said.
While the workshop may seem
simple and easy to understand, some
participants may still have questions
about using the software.
“We will give them a manual and
a CD of files used in the course so
they can take them home and learn a
few things on their own and under-
stand the objectives we’re trying to
get across,” Gibson said.
Gibson hopes attendees will gain
an understanding of Dreamweaver
and learn how to manipulate text,
create links and manage files, which
is important for faculty and staff
members.
CATS provides members of
Eastern’s faculty, staff and graduate
students with workshops on how to
use technology to their advantage.
Hoadley said the trainers of these
workshops are part of an organiza-
tion of volunteer instructors who are
interested in teaching people how to
use different software.
People at TECnet, CATS and
Information Technology Services are
focused on working on the human
infrastructure part of technology here
at Eastern, he said.
“(Participants) can rely on other
people on campus to help them out,”
Hoadley said.
Dreamweaver Basics is from 1 to 3
p.m. today in the CATS Training
Lab in McAfee and is free of charge
to faculty, staff and graduate assis-
tants.
KRISTY MELLENDORF/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Shawn Ready, Student Senate Shuttle Bus Committee chair, explains the function of the committee and tries to entice
senate members to join his committee at senate’s Wednesday meeting in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Union.
Tech Talk
CATS workshop aims to focus
on Web site construction
Technology Workshop
WHAT: Dreamweaver Basics 
WHEN: 1 to 3 p.m.
WHERE: CATS Training Lab,
McAfee Gymnasium
BY LAUREN MOORE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR
Student Senate announced its 10
chairs for the nine committees that
make up Student Government for
the spring semester last night.
Student Body President Ryan
Berger said after reflecting on his
years at Eastern, he has four goals as
he finishes his time on senate this
semester.
“I want to ensure that renovations
begin on the loft for 7th Street
Underground, continue the Student
Government tradition of Panther
Service Day, finish the RSO sand-
wich boards and create a budget
that includes First Night,” Berger
said.
He also said he set a goal of
involving 500 students and some
Charleston residents in the Panther
Service Day project.
“If I can accomplish these goals,
then I will know I served the stu-
dents of Eastern to the best of my
ability,” Berger said.
Following the meeting, senate
members participated in an orienta-
tion retreat that educated them
about writing legislation, meeting
conduct and other information they
would benefit from.
Student Speaker Sean Anderson
also made a presentation on what it
means to be a leader, and explained
the expectations he would have of
each senate member.
He encouraged senate members
to get feedback from students to
find out what problems they are fac-
ing and to work as a group.
“We can work as 30 individuals
or we can work as one group,”
Anderson said.
Each committee chair was able
share with other members what
their committee would be working
on for the upcoming semester, and
senate members were able to go
around to ask questions before they
picked the top three they would like
to serve on.
Student Senate meetings are held
at 7 p.m. Wednesdays in the Arcola-
Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Student Senate committee chairs
announced, members learn basics
Spring 2006 Student
Senate Committee Chairs
New:
u Tori Frazier, Diversity
Affairs; Kenny Kozik, Tuition
and Fee Review; Shawn Ready,
Shuttle Bus; Elise Sommerfield,
Housing; Stephanie Young,
University Development and
Recycling
Returning:
u Mark Bates, Tuition and Fee
Review; Jill David, Academic
Affairs; Heather Janik, Internal
Affairs; Ben Marcy, External
Affairs; Cole Rogers, Student
Relations
“We have these train-
ing sessions to help
faculty use different
software so they can
learn skills and gain
support to get things
(Web sites) up and 
running.”
MICHAEL HOADLEY,
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR TECHNOL-
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NOW
WOULD
BE A
GOOD
TIME
TO
PLACE
AN AD
581-2816
BUSINESS
in troubl
e?
Place an AD
in the DEN!
581-2816
it’s 2 a.m.
do you know where
your customers are?
we do.
advertise.  581-2816
Woman sought to embody the feminist ideal 
BY KAYLA CROW
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR
Every year, a small group at Eastern dedicat-
ed to education on women’s issues chooses a
campus or community woman who embodies
a positive example of feminism in today’s soci-
ety.
Currently, the women’s studies minor is
accepting applications for their annual
Woman of Achievement award. The award is
given to a woman who has helped advance the
progress of women’s causes, contribute to the
success of women’s professional or communi-
ty organizations or who have helped to defend
women’s rights.
English professor Fern Kory, who is organ-
izing the application process, said the award is
open for nominations for everyone on campus
and in the community. She said students can
be nominated for the award, even though they
do not normally get many nominations. Last
year’s winner was Kathleen Bower of the geol-
ogy-geography department.
Currently, the women’s studies minor pro-
gram consists of 15 students, 35 professors
and 23 other program members.
“Our objective is that we are raising aware-
ness, providing knowledge and stimulating
activism in regards to women’s issues in the
United States and globally,” said Penka
Skachkova, coordinator of the women’s stud-
ies minor.
The woman of achievement award helps to
raise this awareness locally.
Women’s studies is currently the only inter-
disciplinary minor on campus. It is an 18
credit hour program that only requires stu-
dents to take two, three-credit hour courses.
Students are then allowed to take the remain-
ing four courses from a variety of other
departments.
“It adds a lot to many different majors,”
Kory said. “It is a valuable minor.”
The women’s studies minor not only offers
classes centered around women’s issues, but
also offers resources for helping women
advance, including the Women’s Resource
Center in the basement of Stevenson Hall.
The professors in the minor come from 13
different departments and programs on cam-
pus and must go through various steps to be
chosen. They are selected based on their let-
ters of interest, their overall teaching philoso-
phies and sample syllabi for a women’s studies
course, Skachkova said.
“After they submit their application, all
(current) women’s studies faculty vote on
whether they should be accepted or not,” she
said. 
The minor currently has four minority stu-
dents and one male. Skachkova stresses diver-
sity and global awareness of issues because of
her origin.
“I am a foreign-born director,” she said. “As
such, I am one of the five foreign-born direc-
tors, or chairs, of women’s studies programs in
the United States, and their number is around
600 to 700.”
The minor is also currently accepting essays
with a feminist perspective for their writing
contest. Papers written during the 2005
semesters are eligible, Kory said. 
A cash award is presented to the winners at
the awards ceremony in March. 
The deadline for entries in the writing con-
test and applications for the Woman of
Achievement award is Feb 6.
These awards will be presented at a banquet
during Women’s History Month in March. 
Who And What Are Involved in
the Women’s Studies Minor?
Credit Hours: 18
Females: 15
Males: 1
Minorities: 4
Faculty: 35
Other Program Members: 23
Departments: 13
Achievement Award:
What: Annual Woman of Achievement
award
Who should apply: Women who con-
tribute to women’s causes and help
defend women’s rights
How to apply: Contact Fern Kory to
nominate someone
Essay Contest:
What: Feminist essay writing contest for
cash award
What to submit: Essays with a feminist
twist
How to apply: Visit
www.eiu.edu/~wsminor/wham.html
Women’s studies to accept nominations for Woman of Achievement 2005
State’s farmers
received federal
payments in FY05
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BLOOMINGTON – The federal govern-
ment paid Illinois farmers almost $2 billion in
the federal fiscal year that ended on Sept. 30,
2005, according to the state Farm Service
Agency office.
The amount does not include significant
government payments made in October,
November and December, which are part of the
current fiscal year. Those loan deficiency pay-
ments, the difference between a daily grain price
and the government loan rate, increased during
harvest, said Joe Alexander, a spokesman for the
state FSA office in Springfield.
The $1.997 billion is the most paid to Illinois
farmers since enactment of the 2002 Farm Bill,
Alexander said.
Anonymous donor gives $2 million
to Boy Scout sailing program
SPRINGFIELD – The Boy Scouts in cen-
tral Illinois have received a $2 million gift
from an anonymous donor to develop a new
sailing program, scouting officials said.
The donation is the largest single gift in the
history of the Abraham Lincoln Council,
which includes about 5,000 scouts in nine
counties.
The program will teach basic sailing and
boating skills at the council’s two camps. An
endowment fund will buy boats and make
sailing-related improvements to the camps.
STATE
BRIEFS
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thursday@
ON CAMPUS            OPEN 11AM
Hickory Smoke Pork BBQ w/fries $2.49
$1 16oz “JARS”
Miller Lite, MGD & Leinner Apple Spice
“Sail Away” w/$2.50 Sailor Jerry’s
BURN t
he comp
etition!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern News
call 581-2816
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
APARTMENTS
(across from Carman Hall)
Terrific Apartments
345-6000 • 2219 9th St. Apt. 17
• Balconies and Patios • Free Parking • 2nd Semester Leases
Available • Apts., Studio, 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms • Reasonable
Utilities • Pool • Volleyball Court • Laundry Facilities
Grant View Apartments
Coming Soon: Aug 2006
•4 Bedroom Apartments
•10 Units Fully Furnished
•$400 12 month lease
Very Close to Campus
Located on the corner of 1st & Grant
Call Today for Reservations
345-3353
New!
! New!!
New Orleans residents angry at first wave of rebuilding ideas
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW ORLEANS – Angry resi-
dents expressed frustration
Wednesday at the debut of rebuild-
ing proposals for this devastated city,
taking aim at a suggested four-
month moratorium on new building
permits in areas heavily flooded by
Hurricane Katrina.
“Our neighborhood is ready to
come home,” said property owner
Jeb Bruneau of Lakeview, which
borders Lake Pontchartrain. “Don’t
get in our way and prevent us from
doing that. Help us cut the red
tape.”
The Bring New Orleans Back
Commission, appointed by Mayor
Ray Nagin, released its initial recom-
mendations to a packed crowd of
local residents. The plans could
become part of a blueprint for
rebuilding New Orleans – a task
unparalleled in American history.
The idea behind the moratorium
is to ensure that enough people
would move back to a neighborhood
to avoid large expanses with isolated
houses.
But that didn’t sit well with resi-
dents from the hard-hit Ninth
Ward, Lakeview and east New
Orleans. Several lashed out at com-
mission members such as prominent
New Orleans developer Joseph
Canizaro.
“I don’t know you, but Mr.
Canizaro, I hate you,” Harvey
Bender of the Lower Ninth Ward
said as he pointed his finger. “You’ve
been in the background scheming to
take our land.”
After the meeting, Canizaro met
with Bender and promised to
explain the commission’s recom-
mendations in greater detail.
“I told him I want to do every-
thing I can to help this city. I’m not
going to make a dime off this,”
Canizaro said. Commission mem-
bers have pledged not to profit from
their positions on the panel.
Another resident, Caroline Parker,
said: “I don’t think it’s right that you
take our properties. Over my dead
body.”
Others vowing to fight the plan
include City Council members, the
New Orleans chapter of the NAACP
and former mayor and National
Urban League president Marc Morial.
The NAACP said it would be
unfair not to allow residents to rebuild
and questioned suggestions that some
areas of the city should not be rebuilt
because they are not “sustainable.”
The commission will unveil more
rebuilding plans in the coming days,
and it hopes to form a clearer picture
of what areas would be rebuilt by the
end of the year. Besides home and
neighborhood reconstruction, the
proposals will cover schools, trans-
portation, entertainment and other
topics.
But the most contentious issues
have to do with how flooded neigh-
borhoods should be rebuilt.
Despite residents’ complaints, the
rebuilding recommendations have
actually been characterized as too lib-
eral and unrealistic by many urban
planners. The Urban Land Institute
and other planners have said it would
be unsafe and unwise to rebuild those
sections of the city where the flooding
reached rooftops and which could be
flooded again by another hurricane.
TOM GRALISH/KNIGHT RIDDER 
Austin Grimes, with Campus Crusade For Christ, helps gut a Hurricane Katrina damaged home in New Orleans,
Wednesday, January 11. 
 
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS!  If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year, and
are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office,  Room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $6 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are pub-
lished.  Call 581-2812 for more
information.
__________________________00
Pro Wrestling. THis Saturday
Night-EIU Grand Ballroom.
Advanced Tix $10 at EIU Ticket
Office. 232-2028 for more info.
________________________1/13
Roommate  needed  for Spring 06.
Own bed/bath at Village Pointe
apartments.  $300/month w/o utili-
ties. $100 incentive for sublessor.
Call 847-553-4515.
________________________1/13
Sublessor needed for one bedroom
apt. thru June 15.  715 E Grant,
close to campus.  $350/mo with-
out utilities.  Call (217)549-9082.
________________________1/27
1999 Chevy Cavalier for Sale!  4-
door, automatic, A/C, AM/FM
Cassette Radio.  Has 115,000
miles for only $1,999.  A Small Car
makes Parking Easy on Campus,
too!  It's in good condition, call
581-5867.
________________________1/20
AFTER SCHOOL CLUB INSTRUC-
TORS: The Parks and Recreation
Department is accepting applica-
tions immediately for After school
Club Instructors for the spring
semester. Interested persons should
be responsible, dependable, and
enthusiastic.  Background in early
childhood education, recreation or
related field would be helpful.
Interested applicants need to relate
well with elementary age children
and be available to work on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2:45
p.m. - 5:30 p.m. For more informa-
tion contact the Parks and
Recreation Department at 345-
6897. EOE
________________________1/11
!BARTENDING! Up to $250 a day.
No experience Necessary.  Training
Provided.  1-800-965-6520 ext.
239.
__________________________5/1
The DEN needs Copy Editors for
Spring 06. Apply at 1811 Buzzard
Hall.
__________________________00
Cellular One-Sales Position-
Cellular One seeking Sales
Representatives for our Wireless
Internet division.  Hours are very
flexible.  Excellent compensation
opportunity.  Send resume to:
Human Resource Department,
Cellular One,  28 Town Centre,
Danville, IL 61832.
________________________00
Cellular One-Installer- Cellular
One is seeking Installers for our
Wireless Internet division.  Hours
are very flexible.  Excellent com-
pensation opportunity.  Send
resume to:  human Resource
Department, Cellular One,  28
Centre, Danville, IL 61832.
________________________00
Customer Service Representative
Help desk tech support.  Great
opportunity to apply trou-
bleshooting, customer service
and technical skills.  Schedule
works great for students!  Apply
today at 700 Lincoln Ave,
Charleston.  (217)639-1135.
______________________1/11
Available for 2006-2007 one,
two and three bedroom apart-
ments and four bedroom house.
Ninth street near the Buzzard
Building and Lincoln Street loca-
tions.  DSL capable, fully fur-
nished visit www. lanmanprop-
erties.com,  or call 348-0157 for
additional information and tour.
______________________1/11
3 BDRM APT 2403 8TH FUR-
NISHED HEAT, ELEC, WATER,
TRASH, CABLE & INTERNET
INCL. $395 PER PERSON 345-
6210 OR 549-0212
EIPROPS.COM
______________________1/11
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2006
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 BEDROOM
HOUSES, APARTMENTS, AND
DUPLEX VIEW PROPERTIES AT
www.eiprops.com or CONTACT
MELISSA AT 345-6210 or 549-
0212.
______________________1/11
Spring '06 Jan-June. 2 Bedroom,
1 bath. Close to campus. $520
moth. Water, Garbage, Parking
included. Lots of storage. Call
(217) 317-3085 or Call
(217)254-0754.
______________________1/12
For Rent; Girls Only; Two bed-
room apts. across from Buzzard.
Call 345-2652.
______________________1/13
3-4 Bedroom house. Off cam-
pus. All appliances included.
$600/ $725 mo. 217-276-7326.
______________________1/19
Sublessor wanted. Rent nego-
tiable. All appliances included. 5
Bedroom. Male/ Female.
Contact Jill 708-268-0760.
______________________1/19
Available Fall 06. 7 Bedroom, 2
bath home. W/D. No pets. 903
Cleveland. $300/ month/ person.
345-5037
______________________1/20
Available Fall 06. 2 Bedroom
home. W/D, No pets. 2006 12th
Street and 1801 11th Street.
$500 a month. 345-5037.
______________________1/20
Now Renting for Fall 2006: 4
and 6 Bedroom Houses within
walking distance of campus.
Call 345-2467.
______________________1/20
SEITSINGER RENTALS: 1402
10th Street. 1 1/2 Blocks from
campus. Completely furnished.
Available Second Semester. (2-4
persons needed). Call 345-7136.
________________________00
1 bedroom duplex. Water and
trash paid. $310. Call 348-7733
or 512-9246
______________________1/24
2 Bedroom Duplex, W/D, Water
and trash included. $525/
month. Call 348-7733 or
(217)512-9246 for appointment.
______________________1/24
Newly remodeled 5 bedroom
house for Fall 06. Decorated for
a group of 5 girls, this house has
3 baths w/5 sinks, and 2 Laundry
units. 2 blocks from campus.
Call 728-7426.
______________________1/25
2 bdrm. duplex, located on 1st
Street, Cen. Air, Washer & Dryer,
great rent rates. 346-3583.
______________________1/27
2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 bdrm. houses for
lease, great locations & rent
rates. 346-3583.
______________________1/27
Fall 2006- Luxury 3 and 4 bed-
room, 2 bath apartments.  Free
HIGH SPEED INTERNET, Free
CABLE TV, Free PHONE! New,
safe, secure and close to cam-
pus.  Lots of amenities.
www.jbapartments.com.  345-
6100
________________________00
9TH ST. APTS.  NOW LEASING
FALL-SPRING '06-07.  3 & 4
BEDROOM APTS.  OFF STREET
PARKING, TRASH PAID, 11 MO.
LEASE, SECURITY DEPOSIT
REQUIRED.  NO PETS. 348-
8305 OR 549-9092.
______________________1/27
DARIGAN APTS, 751 6TH ST.
NOW LEASING FALL-SPRING
'06-07.  1& 2 BEDROOM APTS.
OFF STREET PARKING, WATER
& TRASH PAID.  11 MO. LEASE.
SECURITY DEPOSIT
REQUIRED.  NO PETS. 348-
8305 OR 549-9092.
______________________1/27
1 bedroom apt.  for rent for
8/15/06 to 7/31/07.  Pets OK,
just South of campus.  Parking,
garbage, heat allowance, part
furnished or unfurnished.  Last
mo & 110.00 security to move
in.  $385/mo for 1, $435/mo for
2.  Leave message 348-8848.
______________________1/28
New four bedroom apartments.
Ready August '06. Fully fur-
nished 12 month lease available.
Across from Lantz.  $400/month,
make reservations today 345-
3353.
________________________00
TWO BEDROOM, TWO BATH
APTS. W/D $295/ person 1026
EDGAR DR.  One bedroom
apartment.  348-5032.
________________________2/3
Don't Settle for just any apart-
ment when you can have a
sparkling clean, newer apart-
ment so close to campus for the
same price. Call today to see any
of our 7 excellent location.
Unique Properties 345-5022
______________________2/10
THE NICEST student housing
seconds from campus.
Beautifully furnished apartments
for 1, 3, 4, 5 people. Come take
a look and you won't be disap-
pointed. 345-5022
______________________2/10 
HOUSE FOR RENT.  5-6 people.
Close to campus.  345-6533.
________________________00
3 brdm house close to campus,
1526 3rd St.  3-4 students, Trash
paid.  Washer &Dryer.  Heat
pump Nice House.  348-0614
leave message.
________________________00
4 BEDROOM HOUSE for girls,
great location.  Avail.  Aug 2006.
W/D, no pets.  345-7286.
________________________00
All near campus include garbage
and yard mowing.  Houses-
W/D, Dishwasher, air.  3,4,5,7
bedrooms.  Apartments-studio
1,3,4 bedrooms.  345-6967.
________________________00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester.  Call 345-6000.
________________________00
Three bedroom apartment 2
blocks from campus.  10 or 11
1/2 month lease.  Phone 345-
3554 or 345-7766
________________________00
FALL 2006-APTS, 1, 2, &3 bed-
room. Great loc, great condition,
some with laundry,  Some with
wireless internet, off street park-
ing.  No pets.  345-7286.
________________________00
www.charlestonilapts.com-
LOOK FOR US FOR 06-07
RENTALS. From $230 to  $475
mo per person.  Ph.  348-7746.
________________________00
6 Bedroom, 3 Bath, Brand New
for 2006. Just a Block and a half
from campus.  1618 11th Street.
W/D, Cable, DSL, and phone
included.  345-9595.
www.gbadger-rentals.com
________________________00
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PERSONALS HELP WANTED FOR RENT FOR RENT FOR RENT FOR RENT
FOR SALE
ANOUNCEMENTS
Classified Advertising Rates
Normal rate: 50 cents/word for the first 
day the ad runs. 20 cents/word for 
each consecutive day thereafter. 15
word minimum. 
Student rate: Students must pre-pay. 30 
cents/word for the first day. 10 
cents/word each day thereafter.
ACROSS
1 Watchdog org.?
6 Gets mushy
11 Nasdaq listings,
for short
14 Horizon stand-
out
15 Farm letters?
16 Squishee seller
on “The
Simpsons”
17 Where to home-
shop for French
couture?
19 Kauai keepsake
20 Bookbinding
leather
21 “___ a date!”
22 Give the
brush-off?
24 They can be
hurled at people
26 Bloody Mary
alternatives
27 Miss America
Myerson and
others
28 Dickens charac-
ter with a metal-
lic voice?
29 Old Tokyo
30 Some roulette
bets
32 Alpine stream
33 Start of a British
poet’s card
game?
36 Sailing
39 Positive end
40 Citrus ___,
Calif.
43 Desk clerks,
bellhops, maids,
etc.?
46 Angry with
48 Turn into some-
thing else
49 Spanish island
50 Letter
51 “Frisco ___”
(1945 crime
drama)
52 Impend
53 Military org. that
had roots in the
Easter Rising
54 Nokia, in the
telephone busi-
ness?
57 L’Adriatique, par
exemple
58 Great deal
59 Confrontation
60 Long introduc-
tion?
61 Answers, quickly
62 Proposal
parameters
DOWN
1 Attribute
2 Acted amorous-
ly
3 Pioneering col-
lagist
4 Titan dethroned
by his son
5 Post-Manhattan
Project org.
6 Supermarket
section
7 One from
Germany?
8 Quarterback
Dawson
9 Connected
(with)
10 Like some oaths
11 Flockhart of
“Ally McBeal”
12 Alfresco
13 “No problem
here”
18 Makes an
unwanted pass
at
23 Like a good
subject
25 Big name in
late-night
26 Botch
28 In thing
31 Left speechless
33 Russian sum-
mer retreat
34 Bombs pro-
duced in the
1950’s
35 Almost eternity
36 TV Guide info
37 Not a good
looker?
38 Catch
40 Scheherazade,
for one
41 New York’s ___
State Parkway
42 Filaments’
structures
44 Sought, as
office
45 Field of vision?
47 Amass
49 Principal pipes
51 Lose it
55 Sen. Reid’s
home: Abbr.
56 Big hits: Abbr.
Puzzle by Randolph Ross 12/1/05 (No. 1201)
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
K C A R A T S E A C A D S
E U R O T R E V I A B E L
G R I M R E A P E R J O E Y
P E S C I M O I R E
C C S S T E A M R O L L E R
H E I S T S A O N E
A L S O S T Y L E B S S
M I S T E R I N B E T W E E N
P A Y M A T T E A N N O
S I Z E O D D J O B
F I R M R E S O L V E I R S
A R I E S G E E S E
L A V A W O R M R I D D E N
S T A R E L E M I G U R U
E E L S B E S E T E D E N
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25 26
27 28
29 30 31 32
33 34 35
36 37 38 39 40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47
48 49
50 51 52
53 54 55 56
57 58 59
60 61 62
Edited by Will Shortz No. 1201
NOW it’s time to find a place for Fall 2006.
1 & 2 person apts., 3 & 4 BR houses, Brittany
Ridge Townhouses for 2-5.
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489 Fax: 345-4472
ROOMMATE
HELP WANTED
SUBLESSORS
FOR RENT
 
-2006-2007 Very Nice Houses,
Town Houses, and Apartments
for 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 people.  All 1
to 3 blocks from campus.  For
more information call us at 217-
493-7559 or go to
www.myeiuhome.com
________________________00
One bedroom apartments for
August '06-07.PP&W PROPER-
TIES, 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
1 BLOCK AND 1 1/2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH ST.  1 or 2 person leases.
Central heat & A/C, laundry
facilities.  Water, trash service,
and off- street parking included.
Perfect for serious students or
couples .  348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
________________________00
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3
Bedroom for Fall 2006.  Close to
campus.  4 locations to choose
from.  Call 345-6533.
________________________00
www.jwi l l iamsrenta l s .com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units.  Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid.  No
pets.  345-7286.
________________________00
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMI-
CAL!  HALF OF DUPLEX APT.
WITH 1 BEDROOM LOFT.
FURNISHED FOR SINGLE OR
COUPLE.  $ 385/MO FOR 1 OR
$435/MO  FOR 2.  1 BLOCK
NORTH OF O'BRIEN FIELD
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2006/07.
CALL JAN AT 345-8350.
________________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APARTMENTS:
1,2,&3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL
06-07.  PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING, WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED.  CALL 345-1266
________________________00
NEW 6 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
FALL 2006! If you are a group of
6 girls looking for the newest,
nicest, and largest 6 bedroom, 3
bath house two blocks from cam-
pus CALL 345-6100.  Everything
included except electric and
water.  $375 each.  www.jensen-
rentals.com
________________________00
Fall 2006- 3 BEDROOM
DUPLEX 2009 11TH ST.   $325
each  345-6100.  www.jensen-
rentals.com
________________________00
4 B.R. Close to Campus. W/D,
trash, furnished.  Phone 345-
7244
________________________00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2006.
2,3,4,5,6, &7 BEDROOM
HOUSES, APTS., AND DUPLEX-
ES.   VIEW AT
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR
CONTACT MELISSA @ 345-6210
OR 549-0212.
________________________00
Avail.  for Spring Semester. One
bedroom spacious apartment.
Furnished, ideal for couple.  Cats
OK.  $350/month.  743 6th St.
Call 581-7729(w) or 345-
6127(h).
________________________00
Royal Heights Apts.  3 BR, 1 1/2
bath , furnished.  1509 2nd
(behind Subway) Spring, Fall
2006.  Call Becky @ 345-0936.
________________________00
ATTENTION GIRLS!  IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY,
FURNISHED 3 BR APARTMENT
WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW
RENT, LOW UTILITY BILLS,
AND A LANDLORD THAT
CARES FOR THE 06-07
SCHOOL YEAR.  CALL FOR AN
APPOINTMENT, 10 MONTH
LEASE, NO PETS 345-3664.
________________________00
Apartments and houses for rent.
1520-1528 4th Street across
from Pemberton Hall.  345-
3059/345-2909
________________________00
House for rent.  4 bedroom. Big
yard.  Next to city park at 1218
Division St.  $225 each.  Call
348-5427.
________________________00
Private room sharing with 3 guys
available in "January 06."  1/2
block from Campus $235/month.
345-6967
________________________00
1,2& 3 Bedroom Apartments for
Rent. Immediate openings for
Spring & Fall  of 2006. 549-5593
or 549-1060.
________________________00
VILLAGE RENTALS.  Renting for
2006-2007.  1 BR & 2 BR
Apartments.  Also  1 BR Apt.
w/room for studying or 2nd BR.
Laundry Facilities, Furnished &
Near Campus.  Call for at appt.
(217) 345-2516.  Equal Housing
Opportunity.
________________________00
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 2 BED-
ROOM.  TRASH AND WATER
INCLUDED.  ALL FOR $260 PER
MONTH. NEXT TO CITY PARK.
1111 2ND STREET.  CALL 348-
5427.
________________________00
House near Buzzard.  5 bed-
rooms, W/D, dishwasher, central
air. Very nice.  Call 345-6967.
________________________00
Park Place Apartments: Now
showing 1,2,3,Bedroom Units for
Fall 2006.  Newly Remodeled
units available!  Trash paid, fully
furnished, free parking. Call
Autumn @348-1479.
________________________00
BRITTANY RIDGE- SPACIOUS
CLEAN 4 BEDROOM, 2 1/2
BATH ,  DISHWASHER, W/D.
PARKING/TRASH INCLUDED.
ALL FOR $250 EACH.  CALL 348-
5427.
________________________00
Fall 2006 Apartments 1,2,3, bed-
room.  Great location. Great con-
dition. Some with laundry, some
with wireless internet. Off street
parking, No pets.  345-7286
________________________00
4 bedroom house for Girls.
Great location.  Available
August 2006.  Washer/Dryer.
No pets 345-7286.
________________________00
House near Lantz.  Totally
remodeled.   7 bedroom, 2
bath, W/D, Dishwasher, central
air.  Call 345-6967.
________________________00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPER-
TIES NOW LEASING FOR FALL
2006 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 BED-
ROOM HOUSES, APART-
MENTS, AND DUPLEX VIEW
PROPERTIES AT
www.eiprops.com or CON-
TACT MELISSA AT 345-6210
or 549-0212.
______________________00
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NON SEQUITUR  BY WILEY MILLER
BOONDOCKS  BY AARON MCGRUDER
FOR RENT FOR RENT FOR SALE ROOMMATES SUBLESSORS LOST & FOUND
memories. Finishing an ambulance call, Nees
opened the back doors of the ambulance and
found a dog inside.
“We took a picture of it and all got a laugh
out of it,” Nees said. 
Nees has not only been a firefighter. He
went on to work as an EMT and an ambu-
lance supervisor before being promoted to fire
chief.
Although he works an 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. shift,
instead of the firefighter’s shift of working
every third day for 24 hours, Nees said he still
enjoys going out on call and helping out. 
While out on a fire call with Nees, firefight-
er Blake Graven sprained his ankle in the
building, after it had been put out. Nees pulled
Graven out and brought him to an ambulance. 
Graven said he was teased after the incident,
but was glad Nees helped him out.
Firefighter Collin Moon has only been on
the job for nine months, but said he enjoyed
working with Nees.
“He’s very intelligent, thoughtful and quick
thinking,” Moon said. 
Working in a college town, Nees said he
remembers being impressed as he went down
Lincoln Avenue at 2 a.m., saw students still
walking around and thought to himself that
the only time he’d be up that early was if he was
working. 
“The college is a great asset,” Nees said. “If
it wasn’t there, there wouldn’t be a need for all
of us.” 
One of the major calls the fire department
gets from students around campus is smoke
investigation because of burnt food like pop-
corn or pizza in the oven that wasn’t taken out
of the box.
“It makes me wonder sometimes,” Nees
said.
Nees said he enjoys being with the students,
though. 
While at the Blair Hall fire in April of 2004,
he said he was impressed with how the stu-
dents acted and how helpful they were.
Nees said the fire department is glad to see
the students return every fall because firefight-
ers realize it won’t be as calm as the summer-
time. But once students leave in the spring, the
fire department members are glad to have that
calmness back, he said.
“When the students are in town, even if you
think you’ve seen it all, you haven’t seen every-
thing,” Nees said. 
Although Nees is not a part of choosing a
new fire chief, he is going to help train the new
one before he leaves. Once his retirement
begins, Nees said he plans to go golfing with
friends and fishing with his family.
“It’s been a great job, but I’m ready to leave,”
Nees said.
FIRE CHIEF:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Nees looks back at
a long career
NATIONAL
Would-be Bush
assassin given
life in prison
ASSOCIATED PRESS
TBILISI, Georgia – A court Wednesday
convicted a man of trying to assassinate
President Bush and the leader of Georgia by
throwing a grenade at them during a rally last
year, and it sentenced him to life in prison.
Vladimir Arutyunian also was convicted of
killing a police officer during a shootout while
authorities were trying to arrest him several
weeks after the May 10, 2005, grenade inci-
dent at a rally that drew tens of thousands of
people to the capital of this former Soviet
republic.
The grenade that Arutyunian threw during
the rally attended by Bush and President
Mikhail Saakashvili landed about 100 feet
from the stage where they were standing
behind a bulletproof barrier and did not
explode. No one was hurt.
The grenade apparently malfunctioned,
investigators said.
Arutyunian, 27, has acknowledged he
threw the grenade toward the stage and said he
would try again if he had the chance.
REMOVED:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Jeffrey Collier, a former member of senate, said
the motives behind this bylaw change were
directed at one person, which is why he didn’t
support it.
“It was a personal attack against one member
who was on senate, and it was denying her the
right to run again,” Collier said. “The simple
fact that she was able to run again was the rea-
son why this came into effect.”
Some members who had been removed in
the past came back making many contributions
to senate such as Panther Service Day, Collier
said.
He also said although people may fulfill their
office hours, that doesn’t necessarily mean they
will do a lot of work.
Collier said the best way to improve Student
Government is for people to run individually
instead of in a certain party during elections.
“Last semester everyone was in a certain
party, so (students) weren’t able to see what
each person individually represents,” Collier
said.
Although Collier said he believes the legisla-
tion was brought up because of one person in
particular, Lacy said she thinks Student
Government would benefit from it as a whole.
Discipline debated for
removed members
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Now Leasing Fall ‘06
3 Bedroom Duplexes &
4 Bedroom HousesCall Today!
•Free Parking
•Free Trash
•New Construction
•No Stairs To Climb
•Huge Yards 
- We Maintain
•Furniture Available
•$350 per month
2 1 7 - 3 4 5 - 1 4 0 0
We are raising the
bar in student
housing at EIU!
Visit our Model Home @ 1405 6th St.
(right behind Bank of America)
Monday-Friday 9-5
Saturday & Sunday by Apt
www.universityvillagehousing.com
KARAOKE IS BACK!
come sing from 9 to close
$1.25 COORS LIGHT CANS
727 7th St. (right before the square)
345-2522
LEFTY’S
 HOLLE
RJOBS!
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
PART TIME HOURS
EXCELLENT WORK EXPERIENCE
APPLY TODAY!
700 W. Lincoln
Charleston
217-639-1135
ALL THE COOL DOODS
ADVERTISE
YOU WANT TO BE COOL, DON’T YOU?
581-2816
BY RYAN TERRELL
STAFF REPORTER
A new season of intramural sports is
about to begin.
Team sports such as softball and
basketball figure to be the most
prominent team sports this semes-
ter; however, intramurals also offer
many special events and tourna-
ments that can attract a wide variety
of students.
“Last year, both softball and bas-
ketball were our most popular sports,
each fielding about 80 teams,” said
Kevin Linker, director of intramu-
rals. “But we also have special events
such as weird bowling, the hot spots
tournament, and a wrestling tourna-
ment—which is pretty popular.”
The intramurals program currently
has more than a dozen different spe-
cial events and tournaments. 
Weird bowling, which takes place
Jan. 26 at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, consists of a regular
ten-frame game of bowling with a
twist. Students must roll the ball from
weird positions, such as lying down
on the ground. 
“That’s why we call it weird bowl-
ing,” Linker said. 
Entries are accepted beginning Jan.
17, but no later than Jan. 25.
During the hot spots tournament,
five different spots are laid around a
basketball court, anywhere from a
layup to a half-court shot. Each par-
ticipant is given a minute and a half to
score points, which depend on where
the shot was made. 
“It sounds a lot like a game I love
called ‘horse,’ so I’d definitely be inter-
ested in it,” said Gino Pacetti, a senior
political science major.
Hot spots takes place April 12 with
entries accepted March 31 through
April 11.
During the wrestling meet, ten
different weight classes can compete
during three periods of a minute and
a half each. Teams consist of a mini-
mum of six and a maximum of 10
individuals with only one individual
allowed per weight class. 
“It sounds like something I’d be
interested in because I’m really into
professional wrestling, like the
WWE,” said Jim Dote, a senior
family and consumer sciences
major.
The date of the wrestling meet is
yet to be determined.
Other special events tournaments
include three-on-three basketball,
pool, foosball, and a home run
derby.
The spring team sports season
begins Jan. 23 with men’s and
women’s basketball. 
Basketball will consist of three divi-
sions- women’s, men’s hall, and men’s
fraternity. Team rosters are accepted
starting Jan. 11, but no later than Jan.
17. 
“Everybody usually waits till the last
minute to get their rosters in and
when they do that the time slot they
want can get filled up,” Linker said.
“But the key is everyone must bring
their own Panther Card. You need it
to turn in the roster sheet and you
need it to play.” 
Softball play begins March 20, the
first day of classes after spring break.
Linker said they were considering
switching from 12-inch to 16-inch
softballs due to field work that will be
done during the season, but says they
are leaning heavily toward keeping the
same format as last year. 
Additional spring team sports
include ultimate Frisbee, indoor soc-
cer, indoor kickball and a bags tourna-
ment.
New season of intramural sports set to kickoff
Offense makes
progress in losses
to take care of the ball better, too. If
we do that and control the boards, it’s
our game to lose.”
One aspect of the team Sallee has
been impressed with is the steady
improvement of the freshmen, partic-
ularly guard Megan Edwards and cen-
ter Rachel Galligan.
Sallee said Edwards has shown better
ball-handling and decision-making skills
in recent weeks, while Galligan continues
to be a force on both ends of the  court.
Although Galligan leads the
Panthers in rebounding (6.1), she
admits the transition from high
school to college has been difficult.
“In high school, I was the biggest
girl on the floor,” Galligan said. “I
could stand in one spot and get 10-15
rebounds a game. In college, you have
to attack each ball like it’s worth a mil-
lion dollars.”
While all the talk has been the
Panthers’ defense in their two losses,
Sallee has been pleased with progres-
sion the offense has been making.
During the non-conference sched-
ule, Eastern would let senior guard
Megan Sparks do most of the scoring
while the other four players would
stand around and watch. 
Galligan says that is becoming
more a thing of the past.
“We’re moving a lot better on
offense,” she said. “We have to keep
LANTZ:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
Junior linebacker Lucius Seymour was named Third Team All-American
by The Football Gazette on Wednesday. The native of Delray Beach, Fla.,
recorded 115 tackles, 2nd in the Ohio Valley Conference to fellow line-
backer Clint Sellers, the OVC’s Defensive Player of the Year. Seymour is
the third Panther to earn All-American honors for the past season.
Linebacker Clint Sellers was named First Team All-American by the American
Football Coaches Association of America. Sellers and junior safety Tristan Burge
were on The Sports Network’s Second Team All-American list.
For the second successive week, freshman guard Megan Edwards was named
Freshman of the Week for her performance in Eastern’s three games last week.
The freshman out of Des Plaines averaged a team-high 14 points per game in
leading the Panthers to a 2-1 record.
Entering tonight’s game against Tennessee-Martin, Edwards ranks 2nd in the
OVC in free throw percentage (37-40, .925) and leads the league in steals with
31. Her 92.5 percent shooting from the foul line is 11th nationally.
Panther briefs compiled by Matt Daniels, associate sports editor
Seymour, Edwards hon-“In high school, I was the biggest girl on the floor. In
college, you have to attack the ball like it’s worth a
million dollars.”
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL CENTER RACHEL GALLIGAN
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Climbing Wall Survey
1. Would you be interested in a rock realistic bouldering/climbing wall in the Student Rec Center?
2. Do you feel a climbing wall would be an asset to EIU(i.e. recruitment, retention, fitness, fun)?
3. How often would you climb?
4. Is this a good investment of your current Campus Recreation fees?
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Please return survey to Student Rec Center or by Campus Mail by
Friday, January 13th.
Yes    No
Yes    No
Daily 2-3 times per week 1 time per week Never
Yes    No
Tenth ranked
opponent still
on the schedule
BY PATRICK VITT
STAFF REPORTER
The Panthers’ wrestling team is
off to a 79-122 combined
wrestler record. That may not
sound very impressive, but
Eastern has wrestled against three
of the top five nationally ranked
teams.
Eastern head coach Ralph
McCausland views the weighted
schedule as preparation for the
NCAA West Regional that is held
at the University of Wyoming on
March 5.
“The whole principle behind it
is to give my guys, especially the
better ones and even the younger
guys, a feel for that top level of
competition,” he said. “There is
no amount of practicing, physi-
cally or mentally, you can do that
can replace that kind of wrestling
experience.”
This season marks one of the
toughest schedules for the Eastern
wrestling team.
Eastern has already competed
against nine of the top 25 college
teams in either open tournaments
or in dual meet competition.
Eastern is also scheduled to
host No. 23 Northern Illinois
Feb. 19 at Lantz Arena.
Junior Kenny Robertson, No.
12 in the nation in the 174-
pound weight class, has been suc-
cessful this season.
He placed second at the
Central Missouri Open on Nov.
13, third at the Missouri Open
on Nov. 20 and finished eighth at
the Midlands Tournament Dec.
29-30.
He also understands why the
schedule is as tough as it is.
“I like wrestling against these
big schools because then you
don’t get any surprises when you
get to Nationals,” Robertson said
“It was good experience, now I
feel I can beat them both if I work
on what I need to improve. It
gives you something to work for
and that way you know what
needs to be done to win at
nationals.”
Robertson has had a rough
schedule. He has gone up against
the three top wrestlers in his
weight class.
No. 1 ranked Ben Askren from
Missouri has beaten Robertson
twice, once at the Missouri Open
in November and again Jan. 7 at
the dual meet with Missouri.
With the difficult schedule
ahead of them McCausland
never began the season thinking
how difficult their schedule was,
but rather how much of a state-
ment his team could make with
the NCAA tournament in mind. 
“This experience will be
immeasurable, especially for the
guys who will make it to the
national tournament because
then there is no surprises,”
McCausland said. “We have
tapes to watch of those ranked
guys, and we will have experience
to draw from come Regionals
and the NCAA tournament.” 
Eastern’s eyes will be on
Childress in Minnesota
nothing short of remarkable. 
Even though Childress spent a short amount of time
at Eastern, that doesn’t make his accomplishments any
more degrading. He has proven to be a good offensive
coordinator and an excellent quarterback coach with
the way he helped Donovan McNabb.
The more success Childress has with the Vikings, the
more he will be from Eastern. If he turns out to be a
lousy coach, he will be just another name that got
canned in the NFL’s yearly unemployment line.
What would make this an even better story is if
Payton happens to land a job as an NFL head coach. He
has definitely earned the opportunity with his work
with the New York Giants and Cowboys. He is regard-
ed as one of the brightest offensive minds in the NFL
and will surely be a head coach somewhere.
To see how much effect Childress’ NFL hiring will
have, check out Eastern’s 2006 football media guide.
I’m pretty sure he’ll get mentioned.
Marc Correnti is a junior journalism major. If you think
Marc should be mentioned in Eastern’s football media
guide, tell him so at EIU3583@yahoo.com.
Panthers’ Ranked
Opponents in ‘05-06
Dual Meets
No. 9 Missouri
No. 13 Northwestern
No. 15 Indiana
Open Tournaments
No. 2 Minnesota
No. 3 Oklahoma
No. 4 Illinois
No. 6 Iowa
No. 14 Nebraska
No. 16 Michigan
State
Still on the Schedule
No. 23 N. Illinois
ERIC HILTNER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
The NCAA Championship banner hangs in the wrestling room during Wednesday afternoon’s practice. Coach Ralph McCausland scheduled
tough competition that has included nine ranked opponents, to prepare for the NCAA tournament.
CORRENTI:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Panthers’ schedule prepares
team for NCAA tournament Home stretch gives teamchance for turnaround
better than we have and do it without fouling.”
UTM (6-7, 3-4) has been able to do a lot of damage
at the foul line, where the Skyhawks convert on 70 per-
cent of their league-high 338 attempts. In contrast,
Eastern has attempted just 173 free throws.
Eastern senior guard Josh Gomes said Newson has
given teams trouble in the past, but the addition of
Kelly, who sat out the 2004-05 season, makes an athlet-
ic Skyhawk team even more dangerous.
“I heard (Newson’s) having another good year,”
Gomes said. “With Kelly, they have a nice one-two
punch. It’s something they haven’t had in a few years.”
While UTM has a consistent scoring combination
to throw at opponents, the Panthers are still looking
for someone to compliment Gomes (14.5 ppg).
“We haven’t had consistent scoring yet,” Miller said.
“We haven’t had three or four guys playing good
offense on the same night. It’s certainly been an issue.”
But things could be on the upswing with Eastern
returning home for a three-game stretch. Miller said he
saw improvements in the Panthers’ play during their
66-65 loss at Murray State Monday.
“For a stretch, we played maybe our best stretch of
basketball for extended minutes,” he said. “We had some
opportunities and didn’t make the plays, and they did.”
The improvements combined with the return to
Lantz Arena have Gomes and his teammates ready to
start making those plays.
“They’re so many games like that,” Gomes said. “We
don’t look at it like we’ve only won two games. 
“We think we’re a better team than that.”
HOMESTAND:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Eastern
alum new
NFL coach
MARC CORRENTI
STAFF REPORTER
THE SIXTH
MAN
Eastern Illinois University, CharlestonTHURSDAY, JANUARY 12, 2006
PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
TODAY WOMEN’S BASKETBALL VS. TENNESSEE-MARTIN 5:15 p.m.
MEN’S BASKETBALL VS. TENNESSEE-MARTIN 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY SWIMMING VS. MILLIKIN 1 p.m.
MEN’S BASKETBALL VS. EASTERN KENTUCKY 3:05 p.m.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL VS. EASTERN KENTUCKY 6:05 p.m.
After flipping through the TV
channels last Friday, I saw a
“breaking news” warning flash
across the bottom of ESPN. The
“breaking news” was the
Minnesota Vikings hired Brad
Childress to replace the fired Mike
Tice as head coach.
My first thought? That’s got to
be the fastest hiring in sports histo-
ry.
My second thought? Who the
hell is this Brad Childress?
As a Chicago Bears fan, I enjoyed
the coaching duties of Tice and
after seeing Childress for the first
time at his press conference, I was-
n’t exactly shaking in my boots.
During his press conference,
ESPN flashed Childress’ biogra-
phy and it showed that he gradu-
ated from the Eastern Illinois
University.
It was shocking to see Childress’
hiring as I thought the hot coach-
ing candidate from Eastern was
Dallas assistant head coach Sean
Payton.
Although Payton is still a hot
candidate for a future head-coach-
ing job, the hiring of Childress
completely caught me off guard.
Not because I didn’t know who he
was, but because I had no idea he
was a former Panther.
If you look in the 2005 Eastern
football media guide, there is no
mention of Childress as one of the
“Former Cats in the NFL” or even
in the notable graduates list.
Why? Because his stint at
Tennessee-Martin Comes To Lantz
Pair of double-digit
scorers invade
Lantz Arena
BY DAN WOIKE
SPORTS REPORTER
The Eastern men’s basketball team has
had its share of trouble containing the
Ohio Valley Conference’s top scorers.
The league’s leading scorer, Southeast
Missouri guard Roy Booker, scored 26
points against the Panthers, and it’s sec-
ond-leading scorer, Austin Peay guard
Maurice Hampton, scored 19 when he
tangled with Eastern.
With Tennessee-Martin headed to
Lantz to face the Panthers (2-11, 1-6
OVC) at 7:35 tonight, the Panther
defense will be tested by the Skyhawks’
two-pronged attack.
Tennessee-Martin’s backcourt, seniors
Jared Newson (17.5 points per game) and
Jeremy Kelly (17.1 ppg), are the OVC’s
fourth- and seventh-best scorers, respec-
tively.
Eastern head coach Mike Miller said
the duo has made other coaches take
notice.
“Those two guys have proven they’re
for real,” Miller said. “They’re consistent.
They’re capable of big nights.”
Newson and Kelly combined are
accountable for 48 percent of the field
goals the Skyhawks make. And it’s not
just the amount of scoring that poses
Eastern with a defensive challenge; it’s
how they score, Miller said.
“I don’t know that you can stop them.
They’re really hard to guard,” he said.
“They’ll score in transition, on a broken
play or they’ll run a set for them. 
“We’re going to have to guard the ball
better than we have and do it without
fouling.”
UTM (6-7, 3-4) has been able to do a
lot of damage at the foul line, where the
Opponents’ big games challenge Eastern
Panthers return
home after 0-2
road trip
BY MARC CORRENTI
STAFF REPORTER
For head coach Brady Sallee and his
team, the inability to close out games
comes down to one basketball facet:
rebounding.
In the Panthers’ last two losses to
Morehead State and Austin Peay,
Eastern has been beaten 35-14 on the
offensive glass. 
“Instead of us just standing around
and waiting for the ball to come to us,
we have to go and get it,” Sallee said.
The Panthers (5-9, 4-3) played
great defense in the 56-55 loss to
Morehead State, holding the Eagles to
29 percent shooting.
But the Panthers season-long fault
came back to haunt them again as
Morehead State got enough second-
chance points at the end of the game
to keep Eastern out of second place in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Going into tonight’s home game
against Tennessee-Martin (5-7, 3-2),
Sallee knows the Panthers must be at
their best on the boards.
The Skyhawks are the second-best
team in the OVC in defensive
rebounding, while the Panthers are
last.
“I don’t think there’s one answer to
rebounding other then mindset and
understanding how important every
rebound is,” Sallee said.
UTM boasts one of the best players
in the conference in junior forward
Andreika Jackson. On the year,
Jackson averages 15.3 points and
nearly 7 rebounds per game.
One advantage the Panthers may
have is the turnover battle. The
Panthers are No. 1 in the OVC in
turnover margin, while the Skyhawks
ranks last. In Eastern’s up-tempo, fre-
netic style, it could be hard for UTM
to get in its half-court offense.
“We plan to press, like always,”
Sallee said. “We know they’re weak in
the turnover department, but we have
TODAY’S GAME
Tennessee-
Martin
(5-7, 3-2)
Last game
62-56
at Tennessee State
Leading Scorer
Andreika Jackson
15.3 p.p.g.
Eastern
Illinois
(5-9, 4-3)
Last game
56-55 L
at Morehead State
Leading Scorer
Megan Sparks
15.6 p.p.g.
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SEE LANTZ PAGE 10
SEE HOMESTAND PAGE 11
ERIC HILTNER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Head coach Brady Sallee gives instruction to freshman guard Megan Edwards at Wednesday’s practice in Lantz Arena. Eastern takes on Tennessee-Martin tonight.
SEE CORRENTI PAGE 11
ERIC HILTNER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior guard Josh Gomes practices free throws after practice on
Wednesday afternoon. Eastern welcomes Tennessee-Martin tonight.
 
